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The painter and art historian Giorgio Vasari was the founder of modern art history. His Vite, or Lives, first published in Florence in 1568, is the first printed book to be devoted exclusively to the history of painting, sculpture, and architecture. In 1568, he published the second, considerably enlarged edition. In his Vite, sixty years before his death, in the introductory section of this work, Vasari also proposed the earlier theory of a line of one century. The Vite are the first detailed portraits of Italian art as it was a whole. Since then, they have been reprinted in numerous editions, with illustrations and commentary, and are considered a fundamental source of information about the lives and work of artists. The Vite are divided into six parts, each covering a different period of art history, from the ancient world to the sixteenth century. Vasari's Vite are the first comprehensive, continuous, and critical examination of the lives and work of artists. In his Vite, Vasari includes important biographies and critical analyses of the lives and works of artists, providing a valuable resource for both art historians and art lovers.
LE VITE Tavuan. 
DE' PIV ECCELLENTI PITTORE.
SCUTTORI E ARCHITETTORI

Scritto
DA M. GIORGIO VASARI PITTORI ET ARCHITETTO ARETINO,
Di Nuova dal Medesimo Ristato
Et Ampliato
Con i Ritratti loro
Econ l'aggiunta delle Vite de' vivi, & de' morti
Dall'anno 1550, infino al 1567.
Prima, & Seconda Parte.
Con le Tabole in ciascun volume, Delle e che più Notabili
De Ritratti, Delle Vite degli Artisti, Et de' Lussi da loro fatti, & l'opere loro.

CON LICENZA E PRIVILEGIO DI M. P. ET
DEL DUCHE DI FIORENTINA A LEA,

in Fiorentina, Appresso i Giunti 1568.